Take Off

Freestanding

When Flexibility
Meets Beauty
Welcome to the heart of a collection that pushes the limits and
follows trends.
From the small 4-legged table to the large executive desk,
including multi-level stations, shared surfaces and numerous
storage units, the new generation of Take Off adapts to your
needs and spaces.
It allows you to create and dream by offering you furniture with
unparalleled modularity and impeccable esthetics.
Take Off offers a wide range of products, all of which have
something in common: a modern look and a high quality finish.
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Comfortable,
at Home and
at Work
Give your team members the comfort and
atmosphere of home!
Take Off sometimes takes inspiration from
residential design trends to create warm and
dynamic areas.
Combined with our variety of lounge
furniture, the collection will transport you to
the wonderful world of the «resimercial»!
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Limitless...

...options

The modularity of Take Off and its wide
variety of products will meet your needs,
whatever they may be!
Multiple stations, grandiose spaces,
minimalist offices... The collection leaves
room for your imagination and helps you
realize your most beautiful ideas.
Once again, Take Off pushes the limits so
that you have none.
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Details Are
Everything
Take Off stands out for the high quality of its
details, which are thought and created to
offer you a beautiful piece of furniture from
every angle.
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First Class
Comfort
Take Off offers you new ways to optimize the
comfort of your office, without compromising
the flexibility of the furniture.
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Different levels of privacy
Take Off is in sync with the growing
demand of unassigned furniture and
allows you to optimize your spaces without
compromising the well-being of your
employees on the move!
The furniture blends perfectly with other
Artopex collections, allowing you to create
spaces with varying degrees of privacy.
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Richness in
Finishes
The arrival of the new generation of Take Off
perfectly highlights our new rich offering of
colors and finishes.
Have fun creating color and texture
combinations that reflect your company’s
personality to perfection.
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Accessories
and More
Arrive, work, move, leave! Working in hybrid
mode has never been easier than with Take
Off.
The collection comes together with practical
and beautiful tools. Discover Artopex
toolboxes, wireless chargers and mobile
storage units!
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Walls
The new walls make Take Off a sharp and
adaptable collection.
Available in 3 different heights (17 in., 28
in. and 40 in.), the Take Off wall can be
used as a mobile storage unit, a plant wall,
a space divider and a collaborative station.
It will quickly become a must-have in your
spaces!
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To Have the Choice

Leg With a Wood Grain Finish
Straight ALU
post leg

Types of Combinations

Straight ALU post
leg with caster

Angled ALU
post leg

Angled metal
post leg

Surfaces are supported on legs, 27 ½ in. H. pedestals and 23 in. H.
storage with surface supports. Several configurations are therefore
possible. Here are some possible combinations.
Legs + 27 ½ in. H.
pedestal

27 ½ in. H. pedestals

Legs

Legs + 23 in. H. storage unit
+ 5 in. H. metal support

Pulls
Nickel TECHNO

Nickel DECO

Satin Chrome

Aluminum

Brushed Nickel

Brushed Bronze

Matte Black TEC.

“L” Matte Black

White TEC.

“L” White

27 ½ in. H. pedestal + R23 in. H. storage
unit + 5 in. H. « T » laminate support

Types of Legs and Bases
Straight ALU post
leg

Straight ALU post
leg with caster

Angled ALU post
leg

Folded metal
corner post leg

Angled metal post
leg

Locks
Angled wood
post leg

Round tubular
metal post leg

Square tubular
metal post leg

Techno double “O” Solid leg in
“T” shaped
melamine
laminate end panel metal leg

Round telescopic
metal post leg

Monolithic laminate
leg

Mixed leg, metal
and melamine

Open leg

No lock

Key lock
(Single or
keyed-alike)

NOKI electronic lock

Opaque acrylic

Frosted acrylic

Hutch doors
Full laminate
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Antique Nickel

Electricity

Electrical Configuration Examples
Here are two examples of electrical component configurations.

Electricity
Telecommunication

Multi-outlet
Under surface

On surface

White built-in

Black built-in

Mesh wiring basket

Metal cable tray

Flexible wire manager

Double sided/4 circuit electrical system

Wire Management
Grommets

Single sided Interlink Dean 1 electrical system

Other accessories
Wireless charger

AC-EPiQ-B surface-mounted multi-outlet

LED desk lamp

AC-PFiQ120 power feed module

QBC or QNC
surface-integrated multi-oultet

AC-WCMC04xx04 cable tray

AC-EPSiQ-B multi-outlet under the

surface

All these accessories, and many more, can be found in the Accessories price list.
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THE ART AND THE
PURPOSE
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